Efficiency,
Reliability and
Oversight
Mobile security that’s ready
for any eventuality

Mobile security can be fast-moving and unpredictable. We use
real-time information and automation to deliver tailored and
dependable mobile patrol and dispatch services. With the TrackTik
platform, we can deliver a mobile security service that’s perfectly
aligned to your goals.
TrackTik enables us to take a data-driven approach to mobile
security which means we can take proactive action to meet your
security needs.
Understand how your security profile compares to the market and
take steps to improve your approach using real-life data.

Mobile security that
delivers greater value
Mobile dispatch built around you
We design controlled workflows that are
made to measure for your specific security
requirements. This includes defining sitespecific instructions by job type as well as
setting up tailored reporting requirements
per task. These features combine the best
of automation with tailoring to deliver a
personalized service.

Wed 14:41
Alarm Response @
Greenwoods Apartment
727 Versailles Montreal
Status: Assigned

Wed 20:42
Alarm Response @
Northern Bank
11054 Boulevard Halifax
Status: Assigned

Thur 12:11
Alarm Response @
Sheen Company
21980 Brady Road
Status: Assigned

Tue 15:08
Alarm Response @
JYPE Media
4200 Blvd St. Laurent
Status: Assigned

“Real-time
operational data
helps us tailor
our service and
deliver greater
transparency”

Fri 09:35
Mobile Patrol @
Import Marketing
5770 Cove Road
Status: Assigned

Flexible and efficient security patrols
TrackTik allows us to assign the right resources to
the tasks that need completing in the most efficient
way possible, thus delivering maximum value. We can
optimize your patrols to increase efficiency, but also
design in unpredictability to make sure we’re providing
an effective service.
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Monday / 09:00-17:00
MP - East Division

SEQUENCE

GROUPED

COMPLETED

Location:
Starr Aerospace
Time:
10:00am - 11:00am
Job Type: Mobile Patrol
Repor t: Activity Log
Site Address:
405 Church St, Boston, MA
SEND

Full transparency through in-depth reporting
We can report on patrols by route position; status; user; date;
month; year; day of the week; job type; runsheet; and location. Not
only does this give peace of mind over quality, but it also delivers
precious insight over your operations and helps support compliance
with regulatory protocols for patrol incident management.

Spotlight on technology
Security services expertise and TrackTik’s leading security workforce
management technology is a winning combination for you. Here’s
an overview of some of the key features that make this possible:
• Route optimization means we can assign resources more efficiently
• Customizable dispatch and mobile patrol forms capture your specific
requirements
• Customizable job types enable us to include specific instructions per site
• Enforce guard tours at specific sites
• Detailed operational data analytics means robust reporting and
accurate invoicing
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